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Computer Science Programming Basics in Ruby Nov 29 2019 If you know basic highschool math, you can quickly learn and apply the core concepts of computer science with
this concise, hands-on book. Led by a team of experts, you’ll quickly understand the
difference between computer science and computer programming, and you’ll learn how
algorithms help you solve computing problems. Each chapter builds on material
introduced earlier in the book, so you can master one core building block before moving
on to the next. You’ll explore fundamental topics such as loops, arrays, objects, and
classes, using the easy-to-learn Ruby programming language. Then you’ll put everything
together in the last chapter by programming a simple game of tic-tac-toe. Learn how to
write algorithms to solve real-world problems Understand the basics of computer
architecture Examine the basic tools of a programming language Explore sequential,
conditional, and loop programming structures Understand how the array data structure
organizes storage Use searching techniques and comparison-based sorting algorithms
Learn about objects, including how to build your own Discover how objects can be
created from other objects Manipulate files and use their data in your software
Refactoring Jun 24 2019 Refactoring is gaining momentum amongst the object oriented
programming community. It can transform the internal dynamics of applications and has
the capacity to transform bad code into good code. This book offers an introduction to
refactoring.
Mathematical Foundations of Computer Networking Aug 19 2021 “To design future
networks that are worthy of society’s trust, we must put the ‘discipline’ of computer
networking on a much stronger foundation. This book rises above the considerable
minutiae of today’s networking technologies to emphasize the long-standing
mathematical underpinnings of the field.” –Professor Jennifer Rexford, Department of
Computer Science, Princeton University “This book is exactly the one I have been waiting
for the last couple of years. Recently, I decided most students were already very familiar
with the way the net works but were not being taught the fundamentals–the math. This
book contains the knowledge for people who will create and understand future

communications systems." –Professor Jon Crowcroft, The Computer Laboratory,
University of Cambridge The Essential Mathematical Principles Required to Design,
Implement, or Evaluate Advanced Computer Networks Students, researchers, and
professionals in computer networking require a firm conceptual understanding of its
foundations. Mathematical Foundations of Computer Networking provides an intuitive
yet rigorous introduction to these essential mathematical principles and techniques.
Assuming a basic grasp of calculus, this book offers sufficient detail to serve as the only
reference many readers will need. Each concept is described in four ways: intuitively;
using appropriate mathematical notation; with a numerical example carefully chosen for
its relevance to networking; and with a numerical exercise for the reader. The first part
of the text presents basic concepts, and the second part introduces four theories in a
progression that has been designed to gradually deepen readers’ understanding. Within
each part, chapters are as self-contained as possible. The first part covers probability;
statistics; linear algebra; optimization; and signals, systems, and transforms. Topics
range from Bayesian networks to hypothesis testing, and eigenvalue computation to
Fourier transforms. These preliminary chapters establish a basis for the four theories
covered in the second part of the book: queueing theory, game theory, control theory,
and information theory. The second part also demonstrates how mathematical concepts
can be applied to issues such as contention for limited resources, and the optimization of
network responsiveness, stability, and throughput.
The Go Programming Language May 28 2022 The Go Programming Language is the
authoritative resource for any programmer who wants to learn Go. It shows how to write
clear and idiomatic Go to solve real-world problems. The book does not assume prior
knowledge of Go nor experience with any specific language, so you’ll find it accessible
whether you’re most comfortable with JavaScript, Ruby, Python, Java, or C++. The first
chapter is a tutorial on the basic concepts of Go, introduced through programs for file I/O
and text processing, simple graphics, and web clients and servers. Early chapters cover
the structural elements of Go programs: syntax, control flow, data types, and the
organization of a program into packages, files, and functions. The examples illustrate
many packages from the standard library and show how to create new ones of your own.
Later chapters explain the package mechanism in more detail, and how to build, test, and
maintain projects using the go tool. The chapters on methods and interfaces introduce
Go’s unconventional approach to object-oriented programming, in which methods can be
declared on any type and interfaces are implicitly satisfied. They explain the key
principles of encapsulation, composition, and substitutability using realistic examples.
Two chapters on concurrency present in-depth approaches to this increasingly important
topic. The first, which covers the basic mechanisms of goroutines and channels,
illustrates the style known as communicating sequential processes for which Go is
renowned. The second covers more traditional aspects of concurrency with shared
variables. These chapters provide a solid foundation for programmers encountering
concurrency for the first time. The final two chapters explore lower-level features of Go.
One covers the art of metaprogramming using reflection. The other shows how to use the
unsafe package to step outside the type system for special situations, and how to use the
cgo tool to create Go bindings for C libraries. The book features hundreds of interesting
and practical examples of well-written Go code that cover the whole language, its most
important packages, and a wide range of applications. Each chapter has exercises to test
your understanding and explore extensions and alternatives. Source code is freely
available for download from http://gopl.io/ and may be conveniently fetched, built, and
installed using the go get command.
The Rails 4 Way Jan 12 2021 The “Bible” for Rails Development: Now Fully Updated for

Rails 4.1 "When I read The Rails Way for the first time, I felt like I truly understood Rails
for the first time.” —From the Foreword by Steve Klabnik Ruby on Rails 4 is leaner,
tighter, and even more valuable to professional web developers. More than ever, it helps
you focus on what matters most: delivering business value via clean and maintainable
code. The Rails™ 4 Way is the only comprehensive, authoritative guide to delivering
production-quality code with Rails 4. Kevin Faustino joins pioneering Rails developer
Obie Fernandez to illuminate the entire Rails 4 API, including its most powerful and
modern idioms, design approaches, and libraries. They present extensive new and
updated content on security, performance, caching, Haml, RSpec, Ajax, the Asset
Pipeline, and more. Through detailed code examples, you’ll dive deep into the Rails 4
code base, discover why Rails is designed as it is, and learn how to make it do exactly
what you want. Proven in dozens of production systems, this book’s techniques will
maximize your productivity and help you build more successful solutions. You’ll want to
keep this guide by your computer—you’ll refer to it constantly. This guide will help you
Build powerful, scalable REST-compliant APIs Program complex program flows using
Action Controller Represent models, relationships, CRUD operations, searches,
validation, callbacks, and more Smoothly evolve application database schema via
Migrations Apply advanced Active Record techniques: single-table inheritance,
polymorphic models, and more Create visual elements with Action View and partials
Optimize performance and scalability with view caching Master the highly productive
Haml HTML templating engine Make the most of Rails’ approach to session management
Secure your systems with Rails 4’s improved authentication and authorization Resist SQL
Injection, XSS, XSRF, and other attacks Extend Rails with popular gems and plugins, and
learn to write your own Integrate email services with Action Mailer Use Ajax via Rails 4
support for unobtrusive JavaScript Improve responsiveness with background processing
Leverage Asset Pipeline to simplify development, improve perceived performance, and
reduce server burdens Accelerate implementation and promote maintainability with
RSpec
Thinking Security Dec 31 2019 If you’re a security or network professional, you already
know the “do’s and don’ts”: run AV software and firewalls, lock down your systems, use
encryption, watch network traffic, follow best practices, hire expensive consultants . . .
but it isn’t working. You’re at greater risk than ever, and even the world’s most securityfocused organizations are being victimized by massive attacks. In Thinking Security,
author Steven M. Bellovin provides a new way to think about security. As one of the
world’s most respected security experts, Bellovin helps you gain new clarity about what
you’re doing and why you’re doing it. He helps you understand security as a systems
problem, including the role of the all-important human element, and shows you how to
match your countermeasures to actual threats. You’ll learn how to move beyond last
year’s checklists at a time when technology is changing so rapidly. You’ll also understand
how to design security architectures that don’t just prevent attacks wherever possible,
but also deal with the consequences of failures. And, within the context of your coherent
architecture, you’ll learn how to decide when to invest in a new security product and
when not to. Bellovin, co-author of the best-selling Firewalls and Internet Security,
caught his first hackers in 1971. Drawing on his deep experience, he shares actionable,
up-to-date guidance on issues ranging from SSO and federated authentication to BYOD,
virtualization, and cloud security. Perfect security is impossible. Nevertheless, it’s
possible to build and operate security systems far more effectively. Thinking Security will
help you do just that.
Extreme Programming Explained Sep 07 2020 Accountability. Transparency.
Responsibility. These are not words that are often applied to software development. In

this completely revised introduction to Extreme Programming (XP), Kent Beck describes
how to improve your software development by integrating these highly desirable
concepts into your daily development process. The first edition of Extreme Programming
Explained is a classic. It won awards for its then-radical ideas for improving small-team
development, such as having developers write automated tests for their own code and
having the whole team plan weekly. Much has changed in five years. This completely
rewritten second edition expands the scope of XP to teams of any size by suggesting a
program of continuous improvement based on: Five core values consistent with
excellence in software development Eleven principles for putting those values into action
Thirteen primary and eleven corollary practices to help you push development past its
current business and technical limitations Whether you have a small team that is already
closely aligned with your customers or a large team in a gigantic or multinational
organization, you will find in these pages a wealth of ideas to challenge, inspire, and
encourage you and your team members to substantially improve your software
development. You will discover how to: Involve the whole team–XP style Increase
technical collaboration through pair programming and continuous integration Reduce
defects through developer testing Align business and technical decisions through weekly
and quarterly planning Improve teamwork by setting up an informative, shared
workspace You will also find many other concrete ideas for improvement, all based on a
philosophy that emphasizes simultaneously increasing the humanity and effectiveness of
software development. Every team can improve. Every team can begin improving today.
Improvement is possible–beyond what we can currently imagine. Extreme Programming
Explained, Second Edition, offers ideas to fuel your improvement for years to come.
The Pragmatic Programmer Jul 06 2020 What others in the trenches say about The
Pragmatic Programmer... “The cool thing about this book is that it’s great for keeping the
programming process fresh. The book helps you to continue to grow and clearly comes
from people who have been there.” —Kent Beck, author of Extreme Programming
Explained: Embrace Change “I found this book to be a great mix of solid advice and
wonderful analogies!” —Martin Fowler, author of Refactoring and UML Distilled “I would
buy a copy, read it twice, then tell all my colleagues to run out and grab a copy. This is a
book I would never loan because I would worry about it being lost.” —Kevin Ruland,
Management Science, MSG-Logistics “The wisdom and practical experience of the
authors is obvious. The topics presented are relevant and useful.... By far its greatest
strength for me has been the outstanding analogies—tracer bullets, broken windows, and
the fabulous helicopter-based explanation of the need for orthogonality, especially in a
crisis situation. I have little doubt that this book will eventually become an excellent
source of useful information for journeymen programmers and expert mentors alike.”
—John Lakos, author of Large-Scale C++ Software Design “This is the sort of book I will
buy a dozen copies of when it comes out so I can give it to my clients.” —Eric Vought,
Software Engineer “Most modern books on software development fail to cover the basics
of what makes a great software developer, instead spending their time on syntax or
technology where in reality the greatest leverage possible for any software team is in
having talented developers who really know their craft well. An excellent book.” —Pete
McBreen, Independent Consultant “Since reading this book, I have implemented many of
the practical suggestions and tips it contains. Across the board, they have saved my
company time and money while helping me get my job done quicker! This should be a
desktop reference for everyone who works with code for a living.” —Jared Richardson,
Senior Software Developer, iRenaissance, Inc. “I would like to see this issued to every
new employee at my company....” —Chris Cleeland, Senior Software Engineer, Object
Computing, Inc. “If I’m putting together a project, it’s the authors of this book that I

want. . . . And failing that I’d settle for people who’ve read their book.” —Ward
Cunningham Straight from the programming trenches, The Pragmatic Programmer cuts
through the increasing specialization and technicalities of modern software development
to examine the core process--taking a requirement and producing working, maintainable
code that delights its users. It covers topics ranging from personal responsibility and
career development to architectural techniques for keeping your code flexible and easy to
adapt and reuse. Read this book, and you'll learn how to Fight software rot; Avoid the
trap of duplicating knowledge; Write flexible, dynamic, and adaptable code; Avoid
programming by coincidence; Bullet-proof your code with contracts, assertions, and
exceptions; Capture real requirements; Test ruthlessly and effectively; Delight your
users; Build teams of pragmatic programmers; and Make your developments more
precise with automation. Written as a series of self-contained sections and filled with
entertaining anecdotes, thoughtful examples, and interesting analogies, The Pragmatic
Programmer illustrates the best practices and major pitfalls of many different aspects of
software development. Whether you're a new coder, an experienced programmer, or a
manager responsible for software projects, use these lessons daily, and you'll quickly see
improvements in personal productivity, accuracy, and job satisfaction. You'll learn skills
and develop habits and attitudes that form the foundation for long-term success in your
career. You'll become a Pragmatic Programmer.
BPF Performance Tools Nov 21 2021 BPF and related observability tools give software
professionals unprecedented visibility into software, helping them analyze operating
system and application performance, troubleshoot code, and strengthen security. BPF
Performance Tools: Linux System and Application Observability is the industry’s most
comprehensive guide to using these tools for observability. Brendan Gregg, author of the
industry’s definitive guide to system performance, introduces powerful new methods and
tools for doing analysis that leads to more robust, reliable, and safer code. This
authoritative guide: Explores a wide spectrum of software and hardware targets
Thoroughly covers open source BPF tools from the Linux Foundation iovisor project’s bcc
and bpftrace repositories Summarizes performance engineering and kernel internals you
need to understand Provides and discusses 150+ bpftrace tools, including 80 written
specifically for this book: tools you can run as-is, without programming — or customize
and develop further, using diverse interfaces and the bpftrace front-end You’ll learn how
to use BPF (eBPF) tracing tools to analyze CPUs, memory, disks, file systems,
networking, languages, applications, containers, hypervisors, security, and the Linux
kernel. You’ll move from basic to advanced tools and techniques, producing new metrics,
stack traces, custom latency histograms, and more. It’s like having a superpower: with
Gregg’s guidance and tools, you can analyze virtually everything that impacts system
performance, so you can improve virtually any Linux operating system or application.
Code That Fits in Your Head Mar 26 2022 The latest title in Addison Wesley's worldrenowned Robert C. Martin Series on better software development, Code That Fits in
Your Head offers indispensable practical advice for writing code at a sustainable pace,
and controlling the complexity that causes too many software projects to spin out of
control. Reflecting decades of experience consulting on software projects and helping
development teams succeed, Mark Seemann shares proven practices and heuristics,
supported by realistic advice. His guidance ranges from checklists to teamwork,
encapsulation to decomposition, API design to unit testing and troubleshooting.
Throughout, Seemann illuminates his insights with up-to-date code examples drawn from
a start to finish sample project. Seemann's examples are written in C##, and designed to
be clear and useful to every object-oriented enterprise developer, whether they use C#,
Java, or another language. Code That Fits in Your Head is accompanied by the complete

code base for this sample application, organized in a Git repository to facilitate further
exploration of details that don't fit in the text.
Large-Scale C++ Volume I Jun 16 2021 Writing reliable and maintainable C++ software
is hard. Designing such software at scale adds a new set of challenges. Creating largescale systems requires a practical understanding of logical design – beyond the
theoretical concepts addressed in most popular texts. To be successful on an enterprise
scale, developers must also address physical design, a dimension of software engineering
that may be unfamiliar even to expert developers. Drawing on over 30 years of hands-on
experience building massive, mission-critical enterprise systems, John Lakos shows how
to create and grow Software Capital. This groundbreaking volume lays the foundation for
projects of all sizes and demonstrates the processes, methods, techniques, and tools
needed for successful real-world, large-scale development. Up to date and with a solid
engineering focus, Large-Scale C++, Volume I: Process and Architecture, demonstrates
fundamental design concepts with concrete examples. Professional developers of all
experience levels will gain insights that transform their approach to design and
development by understanding how to Raise productivity by leveraging differences
between infrastructure and application development Achieve exponential productivity
gains through feedback and hierarchical reuse Embrace the component’s role as the
fundamental unit of both logical and physical design Analyze how fundamental properties
of compiling and linking affect component design Discover effective partitioning of logical
content in appropriately sized physical aggregates Internalize the important differences
among sufficient, complete, minimal, and primitive software Deliver solutions that
simultaneously optimize encapsulation, stability, and performance Exploit the nine
established levelization techniques to avoid cyclic physical dependencies Use lateral
designs judiciously to avoid the “heaviness” of conventional layered architectures Employ
appropriate architectural insulation techniques for eliminating compile-time coupling
Master the multidimensional process of designing large systems using component-based
methods This is the first of John Lakos’s three authoritative volumes on developing largescale systems using C++. This book, written for fellow software practitioners, uses
familiar C++ constructs to solve real-world problems while identifying (and motivating)
modern C++ alternatives. Together with the forthcoming Volume II: Design and
Implementation and Volume III: Verification and Testing, Large-Scale C++ offers
comprehensive guidance for all aspects of large-scale C++ software development. If you
are an architect or project leader, this book will empower you to solve critically important
problems right now – and serve as your go-to reference for years to come. Register your
book for convenient access to downloads, updates, and/or corrections as they become
available. See inside book for details.
The Ruby Way Jul 30 2022 For more than a decade, Ruby developers have turned to The
Ruby Way for reliable “how-to” guidance on effective Ruby programming. Now, Hal
Fulton and André Arko have thoroughly updated this classic guide to cover new language
enhancements and developers’ experiences through Ruby 2.1. The new edition
illuminates Ruby 2.1 through 400+ examples, each answering the question: “How do I do
this in Ruby?” For each example, they present both a task description and realistic
technical constraints. Next, they walk step-by-step through presenting one good solution,
offering detailed explanations to promote deeper understanding. Conveniently organized
by topic, The Ruby Way, Third Edition makes it easier than ever to find the specific
solution you want—and to write better code by reflecting Ruby’s unique philosophy and
spirit. Coverage includes Ruby 2.1 overview: terminology, philosophy, and basic
principles Best practices for strings and regular expressions Efficiently internationalizing
your code Performing calculations (including trigonometry, calculus, statistics, and

time/date calculations) Working with “Rubyesque” objects such as symbols and ranges
Using arrays, hashes, stacks, queues, trees, graphs, and other data structures Efficiently
storing data with YAML, JSON, and SQLite3 Leveraging object-oriented and dynamic
features, from multiple constructors to program inspection Building GUIs with Shoes 4,
Ruby/Tk, Ruby/GTK3, QtRuby, and other toolkits Improving thread performance by
understanding Ruby’s synchronization methods and avoiding its pitfalls Automating
system administration with Ruby Data formats: JSON, XML, RSS, Atom, RMagick, PDF,
and more Testing and debugging with RSpec, Minitest, Cucumber, byebug, and pry
Measuring Ruby program performance Packaging and distributing code, and managing
dependencies with Bundler Network programming: clients, time servers, POP, SMTP,
IMAP, Open-URI Web applications: HTTP servers, Rails, Sinatra, HTML generation, and
more Writing distributed Ruby software with drb Choosing modern development tools
that maximize your productivity All source code for this book may be downloaded at
www.rubyhacker.com. informit.com/aw informit.com/ruby rubyhacker.com/therubyway
therubyway.io
Essential COM Feb 10 2021 Shows developers how COM operates and how to use it to
create efficient and stable programs consistent with the COM philosophy, allowing
disparate applications and components to work together across a variety of languages,
platforms, and host machines. Original. (Advanced).
Effective C++ Sep 27 2019 Meyers provides 50 short, specific, easy-to-remember
guidelines that experienced C++ programmers either almost always do or almost always
avoid. These rules are each followed by an explanation of the rule's important advice on
how to implement it, and are supported by actual programming examples.
Eloquent Ruby Oct 01 2022 It’s easy to write correct Ruby code, but to gain the fluency
needed to write great Ruby code, you must go beyond syntax and absorb the “Ruby way”
of thinking and problem solving. In Eloquent Ruby, Russ Olsen helps you write Ruby like
true Rubyists do–so you can leverage its immense, surprising power. Olsen draws on
years of experience internalizing the Ruby culture and teaching Ruby to other
programmers. He guides you to the “Ah Ha!” moments when it suddenly becomes clear
why Ruby works the way it does, and how you can take advantage of this language’s
elegance and expressiveness. Eloquent Ruby starts small, answering tactical questions
focused on a single statement, method, test, or bug. You’ll learn how to write code that
actually looks like Ruby (not Java or C#); why Ruby has so many control structures; how
to use strings, expressions, and symbols; and what dynamic typing is really good for.
Next, the book addresses bigger questions related to building methods and classes. You’ll
discover why Ruby classes contain so many tiny methods, when to use operator
overloading, and when to avoid it. Olsen explains how to write Ruby code that writes its
own code–and why you’ll want to. He concludes with powerful project-level features and
techniques ranging from gems to Domain Specific Languages. A part of the renowned
Addison-Wesley Professional Ruby Series, Eloquent Ruby will help you “put on your Rubycolored glasses” and get results that make you a true believer.
TCP/IP Illustrated, Volume 1 Mar 02 2020 “For an engineer determined to refine and
secure Internet operation or to explore alternative solutions to persistent problems, the
insights provided by this book will be invaluable.” —Vint Cerf, Internet pioneer TCP/IP
Illustrated, Volume 1, Second Edition, is a detailed and visual guide to today’s TCP/IP
protocol suite. Fully updated for the newest innovations, it demonstrates each protocol in
action through realistic examples from modern Linux, Windows, and Mac OS
environments. There’s no better way to discover why TCP/IP works as it does, how it
reacts to common conditions, and how to apply it in your own applications and networks.
Building on the late W. Richard Stevens’ classic first edition, author Kevin R. Fall adds

his cutting-edge experience as a leader in TCP/IP protocol research, updating the book to
fully reflect the latest protocols and best practices. He first introduces TCP/IP’s core
goals and architectural concepts, showing how they can robustly connect diverse
networks and support multiple services running concurrently. Next, he carefully explains
Internet addressing in both IPv4 and IPv6 networks. Then, he walks through TCP/IP’s
structure and function from the bottom up: from link layer protocols–such as Ethernet
and Wi-Fi–through network, transport, and application layers. Fall thoroughly introduces
ARP, DHCP, NAT, firewalls, ICMPv4/ICMPv6, broadcasting, multicasting, UDP, DNS, and
much more. He offers extensive coverage of reliable transport and TCP, including
connection management, timeout, retransmission, interactive data flow, and congestion
control. Finally, he introduces the basics of security and cryptography, and illuminates
the crucial modern protocols for protecting security and privacy, including EAP, IPsec,
TLS, DNSSEC, and DKIM. Whatever your TCP/IP experience, this book will help you gain
a deeper, more intuitive understanding of the entire protocol suite so you can build better
applications and run more reliable, efficient networks.
User Stories Applied May 04 2020 Thoroughly reviewed and eagerly anticipated by the
agile community, User Stories Applied offers a requirements process that saves time,
eliminates rework, and leads directly to better software. The best way to build software
that meets users' needs is to begin with "user stories": simple, clear, brief descriptions of
functionality that will be valuable to real users. In User Stories Applied, Mike Cohn
provides you with a front-to-back blueprint for writing these user stories and weaving
them into your development lifecycle. You'll learn what makes a great user story, and
what makes a bad one. You'll discover practical ways to gather user stories, even when
you can't speak with your users. Then, once you've compiled your user stories, Cohn
shows how to organize them, prioritize them, and use them for planning, management,
and testing. User role modeling: understanding what users have in common, and where
they differ Gathering stories: user interviewing, questionnaires, observation, and
workshops Working with managers, trainers, salespeople and other "proxies" Writing
user stories for acceptance testing Using stories to prioritize, set schedules, and estimate
release costs Includes end-of-chapter practice questions and exercises User Stories
Applied will be invaluable to every software developer, tester, analyst, and manager
working with any agile method: XP, Scrum... or even your own home-grown approach.
Practical Java Dec 11 2020 Índice abreviado: General techniques -- Objects and equality
-- Exception handling -- Performance -- Multithreading -- Classes and interfaces -Appendix: learning Java.
Computer Security Oct 28 2019 The Comprehensive Guide to Computer Security,
Extensively Revised with Newer Technologies, Methods, Ideas, and Examples In this
updated guide, University of California at Davis Computer Security Laboratory codirector Matt Bishop offers clear, rigorous, and thorough coverage of modern computer
security. Reflecting dramatic growth in the quantity, complexity, and consequences of
security incidents, Computer Security, Second Edition, links core principles with
technologies, methodologies, and ideas that have emerged since the first edition’s
publication. Writing for advanced undergraduates, graduate students, and IT
professionals, Bishop covers foundational issues, policies, cryptography, systems design,
assurance, and much more. He thoroughly addresses malware, vulnerability analysis,
auditing, intrusion detection, and best-practice responses to attacks. In addition to new
examples throughout, Bishop presents entirely new chapters on availability policy models
and attack analysis. Understand computer security goals, problems, and challenges, and
the deep links between theory and practice Learn how computer scientists seek to prove
whether systems are secure Define security policies for confidentiality, integrity,

availability, and more Analyze policies to reflect core questions of trust, and use them to
constrain operations and change Implement cryptography as one component of a wider
computer and network security strategy Use system-oriented techniques to establish
effective security mechanisms, defining who can act and what they can do Set
appropriate security goals for a system or product, and ascertain how well it meets them
Recognize program flaws and malicious logic, and detect attackers seeking to exploit
them This is both a comprehensive text, explaining the most fundamental and pervasive
aspects of the field, and a detailed reference. It will help you align security concepts with
realistic policies, successfully implement your policies, and thoughtfully manage the
trade-offs that inevitably arise. Register your book for convenient access to downloads,
updates, and/or corrections as they become available. See inside book for details.
Large-scale C++ Software Design Jan 24 2022 Software -- Programming Languages.
Firewalls and Internet Security Apr 26 2022 Introduces the authors' philosophy of
Internet security, explores possible attacks on hosts and networks, discusses firewalls
and virtual private networks, and analyzes the state of communication security.
Understanding Software Dynamics Nov 09 2020 Troubleshoot and Optimize Complex,
Time-Constrained Software From mobile and cloud apps to video games to driverless
vehicle control, more and more software is time-constrained: It must deliver reliable
results seamlessly, consistently, and virtually instantaneously. If it doesn't, customers are
unhappy--and sometimes lives are put at risk. When time-constrained software
underperforms or fails, software professionals must quickly identify and address the root
causes. This is difficult and, historically, few tools have been available to help. In
Understanding Software Dynamics, performance expert Richard L. Sites tackles the
problem head on, offering expert methods and advanced tools for understanding complex
time-constrained software dynamics, improving reliability, and troubleshooting
challenging performance problems. Sites draws on several decades of experience
pioneering software performance optimization, as well as extensive experience teaching
graduate-level developers. He introduces principles and techniques for use in any
environment, from embedded devices to datacenters, illuminating them with examples
based on x86 or ARM processors running Linux and linked by Ethernet. He also guides
readers through building and applying a powerful, new, extremely low-overhead opensource software tool, KUtrace, to precisely trace executions on every CPU core. Using
insights gleaned from this tool, readers can apply nuanced solutions--not merely bruteforce techniques such as turning off caches or cores. Measure and address issues
associated with CPUs, memory, disk/SSD, networks, and their interactions Fix programs
that are always too slow, and those that sometimes lag for no apparent reason Design
useful observability, logging, and time-stamping capabilities into your code Reason more
effectively about performance data to see why reality differs from expectations Identify
problems such as excess execution, slow instruction execution, waiting for resources, and
software locks Understanding Software Dynamics will be valuable to experienced
software professionals, including application and OS developers, hardware and system
architects, real-time system designers, and game developers, as well as advanced
students. Register your book for convenient access to downloads, updates, and/or
corrections as they become available. See inside book for details.
An Engineering Approach to Computer Networking Jan 30 2020 Taking a unique
"engineering" approach that will help readers gain a grasp of not just how but also why
networks work the way they do, this book includes the very latest network
technology--including the first practical treatment of Asynchronous Transfer Mode
(ATM). The CD-ROM contains an invaluable network simulator.
Rails AntiPatterns Oct 21 2021 The Complete Guide to Avoiding and Fixing Common

Rails 3 Code and Design Problems As developers worldwide have adopted the powerful
Ruby on Rails web framework, many have fallen victim to common mistakes that reduce
code quality, performance, reliability, stability, scalability, and maintainability. Rails™
AntiPatterns identifies these widespread Rails code and design problems, explains why
they’re bad and why they happen—and shows exactly what to do instead. The book is
organized into concise, modular chapters—each outlines a single common AntiPattern
and offers detailed, cookbook-style code solutions that were previously difficult or
impossible to find. Leading Rails developers Chad Pytel and Tammer Saleh also offer
specific guidance for refactoring existing bad code or design to reflect sound objectoriented principles and established Rails best practices. With their help, developers,
architects, and testers can dramatically improve new and existing applications, avoid
future problems, and establish superior Rails coding standards throughout their
organizations. This book will help you understand, avoid, and solve problems with Model
layer code, from general object-oriented programming violations to complex SQL and
excessive redundancy Domain modeling, including schema and database issues such as
normalization and serialization View layer tools and conventions Controller-layer code,
including RESTful code Service-related APIs, including timeouts, exceptions,
backgrounding, and response codes Third-party code, including plug-ins and gems
Testing, from test suites to test-driven development processes Scaling and deployment
Database issues, including migrations and validations System design for “graceful
degradation” in the real world
Design Patterns in Ruby (Adobe Reader) Nov 02 2022 Praise for Design Patterns in Ruby
" Design Patterns in Ruby documents smart ways to resolve many problems that Ruby
developers commonly encounter. Russ Olsen has done a great job of selecting classic
patterns and augmenting these with newer patterns that have special relevance for Ruby.
He clearly explains each idea, making a wealth of experience available to Ruby
developers for their own daily work." —Steve Metsker, Managing Consultant with
Dominion Digital, Inc. "This book provides a great demonstration of the key 'Gang of
Four' design patterns without resorting to overly technical explanations. Written in a
precise, yet almost informal style, this book covers enough ground that even those
without prior exposure to design patterns will soon feel confident applying them using
Ruby. Olsen has done a great job to make a book about a classically 'dry' subject into
such an engaging and even occasionally humorous read." —Peter Cooper "This book
renewed my interest in understanding patterns after a decade of good intentions. Russ
picked the most useful patterns for Ruby and introduced them in a straightforward and
logical manner, going beyond the GoF's patterns. This book has improved my use of
Ruby, and encouraged me to blow off the dust covering the GoF book." —Mike Stok "
Design Patterns in Ruby is a great way for programmers from statically typed
objectoriented languages to learn how design patterns appear in a more dynamic, flexible
language like Ruby." —Rob Sanheim, Ruby Ninja, Relevance Most design pattern books
are based on C++ and Java. But Ruby is different—and the language's unique qualities
make design patterns easier to implement and use. In this book, Russ Olsen demonstrates
how to combine Ruby's power and elegance with patterns, and write more sophisticated,
effective software with far fewer lines of code. After reviewing the history, concepts, and
goals of design patterns, Olsen offers a quick tour of the Ruby language—enough to allow
any experienced software developer to immediately utilize patterns with Ruby. The book
especially calls attention to Ruby features that simplify the use of patterns, including
dynamic typing, code closures, and "mixins" for easier code reuse. Fourteen of the classic
"Gang of Four" patterns are considered from the Ruby point of view, explaining what
problems each pattern solves, discussing whether traditional implementations make

sense in the Ruby environment, and introducing Ruby-specific improvements. You'll
discover opportunities to implement patterns in just one or two lines of code, instead of
the endlessly repeated boilerplate that conventional languages often require. Design
Patterns in Ruby also identifies innovative new patterns that have emerged from the
Ruby community. These include ways to create custom objects with metaprogramming,
as well as the ambitious Rails-based "Convention Over Configuration" pattern, designed
to help integrate entire applications and frameworks. Engaging, practical, and accessible,
Design Patterns in Ruby will help you build better software while making your Ruby
programming experience more rewarding.
C Interfaces and Implementations May 16 2021 C Interfaces and Implementations
describes how to use interface-based design in the C programming language, and it
illustrates this approach by describing 24 interfaces and their implementations in detail.
The source code in the book is interleaved with its explanation in an order that best suits
understanding the code.
Effective C++ Sep 19 2021 Effective C++ has been updated to reflect the latest
ANSI/ISO standards. The author, a recognised authority on C++, shows readers fifty
ways to improve their programs and designs.
Systems Performance Apr 02 2020 Systems performance analysis and tuning lead to a
better end-user experience and lower costs, especially for cloud computing environments
that charge by the OS instance. Systems Performance, 2nd Edition covers concepts,
strategy, tools, and tuning for operating systems and applications, using Linux-based
operating systems as the primary example. World-renowned systems performance expert
Brendan Gregg summarizes relevant operating system, hardware, and application theory
to quickly get professionals up to speed even if they've never analyzed performance
before, and to refresh and update advanced readers' knowledge. Gregg illuminates the
latest tools and techniques, including extended BPF, showing how to get the most out of
your systems in cloud, web, and large-scale enterprise environments. He covers these
and other key topics: Hardware, kernel, and application internals, and how they perform
Methodologies for rapid performance analysis of complex systems Optimizing CPU,
memory, file system, disk, and networking usage Sophisticated profiling and tracing with
perf, Ftrace, and BPF (BCC and bpftrace) Performance challenges associated with cloud
computing hypervisors Benchmarking more effectively Fully updated for current Linux
operating systems and environments, Systems Performance, 2nd Edition addresses issues
that apply to any computer system. The book will be a go-to reference for many years to
come and recommended reading at many tech companies, like its predecessor first
edition.
Programming Pearls Mar 14 2021 When programmers list their favorite books, Jon
Bentley’s collection of programming pearls is commonly included among the classics. Just
as natural pearls grow from grains of sand that irritate oysters, programming pearls have
grown from real problems that have irritated real programmers. With origins beyond
solid engineering, in the realm of insight and creativity, Bentley’s pearls offer unique and
clever solutions to those nagging problems. Illustrated by programs designed as much for
fun as for instruction, the book is filled with lucid and witty descriptions of practical
programming techniques and fundamental design principles. It is not at all surprising
that Programming Pearls has been so highly valued by programmers at every level of
experience. In this revision, the first in 14 years, Bentley has substantially updated his
essays to reflect current programming methods and environments. In addition, there are
three new essays on testing, debugging, and timing set representations string problems
All the original programs have been rewritten, and an equal amount of new code has
been generated. Implementations of all the programs, in C or C++, are now available on

the Web. What remains the same in this new edition is Bentley’s focus on the hard core of
programming problems and his delivery of workable solutions to those problems.
Whether you are new to Bentley’s classic or are revisiting his work for some fresh insight,
the book is sure to make your own list of favorites.
Test-driven Development Aug 26 2019 About software development through constant
testing.
Practical Object-Oriented Design in Ruby Apr 14 2021 The Complete Guide to Writing
More Maintainable, Manageable, Pleasing, and Powerful Ruby Applications Ruby’s widely
admired ease of use has a downside: Too many Ruby and Rails applications have been
created without concern for their long-term maintenance or evolution. The Web is awash
in Ruby code that is now virtually impossible to change or extend. This text helps you
solve that problem by using powerful real-world object-oriented design techniques, which
it thoroughly explains using simple and practical Ruby examples. Sandi Metz has distilled
a lifetime of conversations and presentations about object-oriented design into a set of
Ruby-focused practices for crafting manageable, extensible, and pleasing code. She
shows you how to build new applications that can survive success and repair existing
applications that have become impossible to change. Each technique is illustrated with
extended examples, all downloadable from the companion Web site, poodr.info. The first
title to focus squarely on object-oriented Ruby application design, Practical ObjectOriented Design in Ruby will guide you to superior outcomes, whatever your previous
Ruby experience. Novice Ruby programmers will find specific rules to live by;
intermediate Ruby programmers will find valuable principles they can flexibly interpret
and apply; and advanced Ruby programmers will find a common language they can use to
lead development and guide their colleagues. This guide will help you Understand how
object-oriented programming can help you craft Ruby code that is easier to maintain and
upgrade Decide what belongs in a single Ruby class Avoid entangling objects that should
be kept separate Define flexible interfaces among objects Reduce programming overhead
costs with duck typing Successfully apply inheritance Build objects via composition
Design cost-effective tests Solve common problems associated with poorly designed Ruby
code
TCP for Transactions, HTTP, NNTP, and the UNIX Domain Protocols Dec 23 2021
Programming with POSIX Threads Jun 28 2022 With this practical book, you will attain a
solid understanding of threads and will discover how to put this powerful mode of
programming to work in real-world applications. The primary advantage of threaded
programming is that it enables your applications to accomplish more than one task at the
same time by using the number-crunching power of multiprocessor parallelism and by
automatically exploiting I/O concurrency in your code, even on a single processor
machine. The result: applications that are faster, more responsive to users, and often
easier to maintain. Threaded programming is particularly well suited to network
programming where it helps alleviate the bottleneck of slow network I/O. This book offers
an in-depth description of the IEEE operating system interface standard, POSIXAE
(Portable Operating System Interface) threads, commonly called Pthreads. Written for
experienced C programmers, but assuming no previous knowledge of threads, the book
explains basic concepts such as asynchronous programming, the lifecycle of a thread, and
synchronization. You then move to more advanced topics such as attributes objects,
thread-specific data, and realtime scheduling. An entire chapter is devoted to "real code,"
with a look at barriers, read/write locks, the work queue manager, and how to utilize
existing libraries. In addition, the book tackles one of the thorniest problems faced by
thread programmers-debugging-with valuable suggestions on how to avoid code errors
and performance problems from the outset. Numerous annotated examples are used to

illustrate real-world concepts. A Pthreads mini-reference and a look at future
standardization are also included.
Advanced Programming in the UNIX Environment Jul 18 2021 The revision of the
definitive guide to Unix system programming is now available in a more portable format.
Computer-Related Risks Jun 04 2020 "This sobering description of many computerrelated failures throughout our world deflates the hype and hubris of the industry. Peter
Neumann analyzes the failure modes, recommends sequences for prevention and ends his
unique book with some broadening reflections on the future." —Ralph Nader, Consumer
Advocate This book is much more than a collection of computer mishaps; it is a serious,
technically oriented book written by one of the world's leading experts on computer risks.
The book summarizes many real events involving computer technologies and the people
who depend on those technologies, with widely ranging causes and effects. It considers
problems attributable to hardware, software, people, and natural causes. Examples
include disasters (such as the Black Hawk helicopter and Iranian Airbus shootdowns, the
Exxon Valdez, and various transportation accidents); malicious hacker attacks; outages of
telephone systems and computer networks; financial losses; and many other strange
happenstances (squirrels downing power grids, and April Fool's Day pranks). ComputerRelated Risks addresses problems involving reliability, safety, security, privacy, and
human well-being. It includes analyses of why these cases happened and discussions of
what might be done to avoid recurrences of similar events. It is readable by technologists
as well as by people merely interested in the uses and limits of technology. It is must
reading for anyone with even a remote involvement with computers and
communications—which today means almost everyone. Computer-Related Risks: Presents
comprehensive coverage of many different types of risks Provides an essential systemoriented perspective Shows how technology can affect your life—whether you like it or
not!
The Art of UNIX Programming Oct 09 2020 The Art of UNIX Programming poses the
belief that understanding the unwritten UNIX engineering tradition and mastering its
design patterns will help programmers of all stripes to become better programmers. This
book attempts to capture the engineering wisdom and design philosophy of the UNIX,
Linux, and Open Source software development community as it has evolved over the past
three decades, and as it is applied today by the most experienced programmers. Eric
Raymond offers the next generation of "hackers" the unique opportunity to learn the
connection between UNIX philosophy and practice through careful case studies of the
very best UNIX/Linux programs.
The Rails 3 Way Aug 07 2020 The Rails™ 3 Way is a comprehensive resource that digs
into the new features in Rails 3 and perhaps more importantly, the rationale behind them.
—Yehuda Katz, Rails Core The Bible for Ruby on Rails Application Development Ruby on
Rails strips complexity from the development process, enabling professional developers
to focus on what matters most: delivering business value via clean and maintainable
code. The Rails™ 3 Way is the only comprehensive, authoritative guide to delivering
production-quality code with Rails 3. Pioneering Rails expert Obie Fernandez and a team
of leading experts illuminate the entire Rails 3 API, along with the idioms, design
approaches, and libraries that make developing applications with Rails so powerful.
Drawing on their unsurpassed experience and track record, they address the real
challenges development teams face, showing how to use Rails 3 to maximize your
productivity. Using numerous detailed code examples, the author systematically covers
Rails 3 key capabilities and subsystems, making this book a reference that you will turn
to again and again. He presents advanced Rails programming techniques that have been
proven effective in day-to-day usage on dozens of production Rails systems and offers

important insights into behavior-driven development and production considerations such
as scalability. Dive deep into the Rails 3 codebase and discover why Rails is designed the
way it is—and how to make it do what you want it to do. This book will help you Learn
what’s new in Rails 3 Increase your productivity as a web application developer Realize
the overall joy in programming with Rails Leverage Rails’ powerful capabilities for
building REST-compliant APIs Drive implementation and protect long-term
maintainability using RSpec Design and manipulate your domain layer using Active
Record Understand and program complex program flows using Action Controller Master
sophisticated URL routing concepts Use Ajax techniques via Rails 3 support for
unobtrusive JavaScript Learn to extend Rails with popular gems and plugins, and how to
write your own Extend Rails with the best third-party plug-ins and write your own
Integrate email services into your applications with Action Mailer Improve application
responsiveness with background processing Create your own non-Active Record domain
classes using Active Model Master Rails’ utility classes and extensions in Active Support
Domain-driven Design Jul 26 2019 Describes ways to incorporate domain modeling into
software development.
The Practice of Programming Aug 31 2022 Brian Kernighan and Rob Pike have written
The Practice of Programming to help make individual programmers more effective and
productive. The practice of programming is more than just writing code. Programmers
must also assess tradeoffs, choose among design alternatives, debug and test, improve
performance, and maintain software written by themselves and others. At the same time,
they must be concerned with issues like compatibility, robustness, and reliability, while
meeting specifications. The Practice of Programming covers all these topics, and more.
This book is full of practical advice and real-world examples in C, C++, Java, and a
variety of special-purpose languages.
Service-Oriented Design with Ruby and Rails Feb 22 2022 The Complete Guide to
Building Highly Scalable, Services-Based Rails Applications Ruby on Rails deployments
are growing, and Rails is increasingly being adopted in larger environments. Today, Rails
developers and architects need better ways to interface with legacy systems, move into
the cloud, and scale to handle higher volumes and greater complexity. In ServiceOriented Design with Ruby and Rails, Paul Dix introduces a powerful, services-based
design approach geared toward overcoming all these challenges. Using Dix’s techniques,
readers can leverage the full benefits of both Ruby and Rails, while overcoming the
difficulties of working with larger codebases and teams. Dix demonstrates how to
integrate multiple components within an enterprise application stack; create services
that can easily grow and connect; and design systems that are easier to maintain and
upgrade. Key concepts are explained with detailed Ruby code that was built using open
source libraries such as ActiveRecord, Sinatra, Nokogiri, and Typhoeus. The book
concludes with coverage of security, scaling, messaging, and interfacing with third-party
services. Service-Oriented Design with Ruby and Rails will help you Build highly scalable,
Ruby-based service architectures that operate smoothly in the cloud or with legacy
systems Scale Rails systems to handle more requests, larger development teams, and
more complex code bases Master new best practices for designing and creating services
in Ruby Use Ruby to glue together services written in any language Use Ruby libraries to
build and consume RESTful web services Use Ruby JSON parsers to quickly represent
resources from HTTP services Write lightweight, well-designed API wrappers around
internal or external services Discover powerful non-Rails frameworks that simplify Ruby
service implementation Implement standards-based enterprise messaging with Advanced
Message Queuing Protocol (AMQP) Optimize performance with load balancing and
caching Provide for security and authentication
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